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A mans life is no more than a compilation
of the accumulated choices he has made
since birth . . . This fundamental law and
truth in life is so basic and inexorably true
that its all but lost on the vast majority,
save for the most grounded and wise men.
There can be no other law so powerful and
unyielding as this anchor of human
existence: Choosing God is the master
choice affecting all other choices, an
absolute necessity. At the core of Randall
Corellis message is the idea of
accountability. Most of the time when
something goes wrong, it is the result of
one or more poor choices. No choice is
insignificant, for it is the accumulation of
decisions that drives a mans life, for better
or worse. To get back on the road to
successin health, relationships, finances,
right thinkingit is necessary to return to the
fundamental truth: God has a plan for each
man to live life more abundantly. Man
was designed by the Creator to have a
personal relationship with Him, to know
Him through His Word, and to be led by
Him through the Holy Spirit. Choosing to
put God first in all things is choosing the
most favorable earthly life possiblenot a
life free of hardship, certainly, but one of
overall peace and maximum benefit to
yourself and those around you. As a man
chooses, so shall his life be.
Randall
Corelli is a Lehigh University graduate and
also has an MBA from Pace University. A
real sports enthusiast, Randall plays golf
and tennis and enjoys working out and
staying fit. He spends the rest of his time
writing books and screenplays and enjoys
serving as a deacon at his home church,
Pinnacle Presbyterian in Scottsdale,
Arizona.
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How Men Choose the Woman Theyre Going to Marry POPSUGAR May 15, 2017 The report showed that the
primary reason a man asks one woman to .. bachelor, she should choose the one who has been married before. As a Man
Chooses (1914) - IMDb Short Add a Plot As a Man Chooses (1914). Short, Comedy November 1914 (USA) Related
Items. Search for As a Man Chooses on Canada man chooses to die from medical assistance Daily Mail New
Brighton man chooses North Korea to run his first 10K race Mar 4, 2016 SAN FRANCISCO, CADeclaring that he
has to be true to himself, local man Steve Bakowski announced Friday that he is bravely stepping Brave Man Chooses
To Self-Identify As Man - The Babylon Bee In life theres always a choice, and now the choice is yours. Above or
below, infinity or rapture, what do you choose? Images for As A Man Chooses How to Choose Groomsmen and a
Best Man - dummies No man chooses evil because it is evil he only mistakes it for happiness, the good he seeks. Mary Wollstonecraft quotes from . Confused by Religion: Man Chooses Jesus After Oakland Sep 8, 2016 Ah,
romance. A 70-year-old American man from Kansas robbed a bank so that he could be sent to prison to get away from
his wife, court As A Man Chooses,Randall Corelli, publisher Xulon Press the Jun 23, 2010 - 3 min - Uploaded by
heynateinHDAndrews Ryans death, along with the realization of the nifty phrase, would you kindly?. This Is How A
Man Chooses The Woman He Wants To Marry - The Feb 10, 2017 This morning Kyle and Jackie O spoke to a man
who is causing quite a stir, for a reason that you might feel strongly about, no matter which side Man Chooses To
Attend Bucks Party Over First Childs Birth 97.3fm A mans life is no more than a compilation of the accumulated
choices he has made since birth . . . This fundamental law and truth in life is so basic and A Man Chooses T-Shirt by
xMitch TeeFury Apr 24, 2015 Ive been waiting for years to get my first tattoo, and with getting an internship next
week, Ill finally have the money to do so, its a small Man Chooses Self As Accountability Partner - The Babylon Bee
Though the best man may have fewer duties than the maid of honor, his duties are just as important, so think reliable and
choose your best man wisely. A Man Chooses T-Shirt by xMitch TeeFury Apr 26, 2016 Its what a real man has got
to do. Its what a real man means when he says hes got to take care of business. You should trust him. Because A man
chooses, a slave obeys BioShock Wiki Fandom powered Oh, honey. Women always do the choosing. A man can
choose all he wants, but if we havent chosen you, its game over. And lets face it a woman can signal Bioshock - A man
chooses, a slave obeys - YouTube Above or below, infinity or rapture, what do you choose? Who are you? Just some
Canadian graphic design guy wanting you to like him. As a Canadian, Im Man Chooses Prison Over Wife 1330 &
101.5 WHBL - Choice is one of the major themes of BioShock, and is inherent in Andrew Ryans personal philosophy.
Andrew Ryan then used this phrase to have Jack kill him. In the conclusion of Burial at Sea, Elizabeth sees several flash
forwards which one of them is of Jacks encounter with Why a Man Chooses One Woman over Another eHarmony May 26, 2017 He had drinks and takeout brought in from one of his favorite restaurants, and his friends and
family gathered around the elderly man as he No man chooses evil because it is evil he only mistakes it for How do
you get a guy to pop the question? You may be incredibly sexy and great in bed. We may have sex with you both
morning and night. And we may The reason why men marry some women and not others - May 3, 2017 New
Brighton man chooses North Korea to run his first 10K race. 50,000 North Koreans cheered when a 78-year-old
Minnesotan ran a race in Lost romance, man chooses jail over wife Inquirer News May 10, 2017 JACKSONVILLE,
Fla. Mandatory evacuations in parts of Southeast Georgia are causing many to flee from the West Mims Fire, while
others Georgia man chooses to stay at his home of 40 years in the midst of May 22, 2017 Our friends at YourTango
break down what love and marriage means to the men who love us most. How do you get a guy to pop the question?
When A Man Chooses His Ambition Instead Of Love With You Andrews Ryans death, along with the realization of
the nifty phrase, would you kindly?. Video - Bioshock - A man chooses, a slave obeys BioShock Wiki Feb 16, 2017
One man struck up a conversation with Billy Graham Rapid Response Team chaplains at the memorial for victims of the
Ghost Ship fire in In the world of dating and mating, is it women that chooses the men Jun 17, 2016 ST GEORGE,
UTFeeling a deep conviction over his indwelling sin and recognizing his need for some serious, hard-hitting
accountability, Fun with Algorithms: 5th International Conference, FUN 2010, - Google Books Result One of the
most common questions I hear from women is, Why does a man choose one woman over another? Though there is no
one sentence answer, there is The Truth About How Men Choose the Woman Theyre Going to Marry May 28,
2017 James Allen Hanrahan breaks down what love and marriage means to the men who love us most for YourTango.
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How do you get a guy to pop As A Man Chooses [Randall Corelli] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A mans
life is no more than a compilation of the accumulated Kansas man chooses jail over wife, robbing a bank to get away
It is easy to establish that this case is very similar to the above in that as long as you choose an odd position the saturated
configuration will contain ?n/2? men As A Man Chooses: Randall Corelli: 9781498418072: Jan 25, 2017 The guy
we learned about last September who robbed a bank with the intention of going to prison instead of being with his wife
is going to get
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